Minutes of the Association of Collaborative Family Professionals (Edmonton)
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Wednesday, March 21, 2018
At the Barristers lounge, Edmonton Courthouse
Catered lunch was provided.
Present: (42)
1. Anita Dorczak
2. Agnes Leung
3. Krista Rumberg
4. Carolyn Grogan
5. Cassandra Jackson
6. Shannon Gunn Emery
7. Carmen Boucher
8. Tracy Brown
9. Alan Burant
10. Vincent Tong
11. Lance Clark
12. Graeme Clark
13. Jack Hauptman
14. Tony Richard

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

Rose Cassis
Sandy Miller
Joann Quinn
Catherine Zrymiak
Owen Kirkaldy
Joanna Waldie
Jessica Chapman
Eleanor Boddy
Tim Perry
Lesley Kroeker
Chris Jackson
Marla Miller
Brent Rathgeber
Ajay Devgun

29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Moosa Jiwaji
Wendy Phillips‐Berard
Michael good
Catherine Spafford
Rhyannon O’Heron
Paul Govenlock
Mark Johnson
Pat Gay
James Samaroden
Pierre Boileau
Diane Marsh
Holly Brady
Gordon Andreiuk
Deanna Koebernick

Notice of this year’s AGM was first sent out February 26, 2018 by email.
Meeting called order at 12:07 PM by co‐chairs, Deanna Koebernick and Gordon Andreiuk.
1. Quorum
1.1. We have quorum for today’s AGM.
2. Agenda
2.1. Approve 2017 AGM minutes.
2.2. Co‐chair’s report.
2.3. Financial report. Audited financial statements
2.4. Committee reports.
2.5. Election of board for the coming year.
2.6. Other business. Website bios and headshots. Law Day. Marketing contest. Motion re IACP
group membership.
Motion: to approve the agenda as set out above.
Marla Miller/Jack Hauptman Carried.
3. Minutes 2017 AGM
3.1. Minutes of the March 15, 2017 AGM had been distributed in advance.
Motion: approve the minutes of the 2017 AGM without changes.
Marla Miller/Jack Hauptman Carried.
4. Report from the co‐chairs ‐ Deanna Koebernick & Gordon Andreiuk
4.1. See attached.
4.2. The CDAA & AFMS joint letter to the new QB Chief Justice Mary Moreau was distributed with
the AGM materials and is also attached.
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4.3. ACFP led the initiative to participate in the 2018 ADR symposium, and also agreed to participate
in the Divorce Magazine event being held March 24, 2018. CDAA partnered with ACFP on each
of those projects.
4.4. Our local Association appears to be the most active in Alberta.
5. Treasurer’s report ‐ Agnes Leung
5.1. The audited financial statements are attached.
5.2. Fiscal year end is December 31. Pierre Boileau and James Samaroden were the auditors for the
2017 fiscal year.
Motion: to approve the December 31, 2017 financial statements for information.
Motion: to re‐appoint Pierre Boileau and James Samaroden as the auditors for the 2018 fiscal year.
Rose Cassis/Susan Zwaenepoel Carried.
6. Election of board for the 2018‐2019 year
6.1. See the chairs’ report for an explanation of replacement of co‐chairs, and Gordon continuing as
co‐chair for a third term.
6.2. The first nine people on the following list agreed to continue on the board. We then asked for
nominations from the floor. Then we declared nominations closed. The Board of Directors for
the 2017‐2018 year, elected by acclamation, is as follows:
6.2.1. Gordon Andreiuk .......... lawyer
6.2.2. Deanna Koebernick ...... lawyer
6.2.3. Paul Govenlock ............. lawyer
6.2.4. Agnes Leung ................. financial (Treasurer)
6.2.5. Rose Cassis ................... lawyer
6.2.6. Linda Long .................... lawyer
6.2.7. Moosa Jiwaji ................. lawyer
6.2.8. Tim Perry ...................... lawyer
6.2.9. Anne Daines ................. psychologist
6.2.10. Brandi Smith ................. psychologist
6.2.11. Lesley Kroeker .............. lawyer
6.2.12. Rhyannon O’Heron ...... lawyer
6.2.13. Jessica Chapman .......... lawyer
6.2.14. Joanna Waldie .............. lawyer

7. Committee reports
7.1. Forms and Precedents ‐ Wendy Phillips‐Berard ‐ attached.
7.2. Public Awareness and Marketing ‐ Jack Hauptman – attached
Jack also distributed copies of the Divorce Magazine, containing our 3‐page spread, attached.
https://www.canadadivorcemagazine.com/ The total cost of publishing in the divorce
Magazine, and presenting on March 24 is about $5k, $2k of which will be covered by the CDAA.
7.3. Website ‐ Vince Gervais ‐ attached.
7.4. Programming and Education committee report ‐ Deanna Koebernick ‐ attached
7.5. Interdisciplinary committee – Anne Daines ‐ attached
7.6. Membership and succession planning committee report ‐ Linda Long and Rose Cassis ‐
attached
7.7. Registrar’s report ‐ Susan Zwaenepoel – attached
69 lawyers, 10 financial, 9 mental health professionals
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8. Other Business
8.1 Website Bios and headshots
8.1.1. Paul Govenlock announced that anyone who does not have a bio and picture on the ACFP
website, will be removed from the website on May 1. This decision was made at the last
ACFP board meeting. An email to this effect will be going out shortly.
8.2 Law Day, Saturday, April 21, 2018
8.2.1 The following people volunteered to spend all or part of the day at the courthouse for
day: Brent Rathgeber, Rebecca Cuthbertson Hulst, Mark Johnson, Jessica Chapman.
8.2.2 The value in attending is to rub shoulders with other exhibitors and find out what is
going on with them.
8.3 Marketing contest/challenge
8.3.1 Marla Miller has been running this, and she encouraged people to participate, and
possibly win a free annual ACFP membership.
8.4 IACP mandatory group membership
8.4.1 Pat Gay had earlier proposed a motion that ACFP no longer require mandatory IACP
membership. Pat’s motion and reasoning was distributed earlier with the AGM package.
See attached.
Motion: that membership in the International Association of Collaborative Professionals (IACP) no
longer be a mandatory requirement for membership in the Association of Collaborative
Professionals (Edmonton).
8.4.2 Discussion (or what I could capture of it, GA).
8.4.2.1 Susan Zwaenepoel ‐ group membership started in 2007. IACP discount is offered if there
is group membership requirement. IACP helped us greatly in establishing local training.
The IACP gave the local associations credibility in the beginning, and it is important to
continue to be part of this international organization. Attending an IACP conference still
inspires collaborative practice. We would not have interdisciplinary practice were it not
for the IACP. Our Edmonton Association’s success depended a lot on the IACP, and may
still depend on it in the future. Other associations in Alberta are beginning to flounder. It
is short sighted to drop the IACP group membership, and focus completely on local
marketing.
8.4.2.2 Tracy Brown: question.
8.4.2.3 Deanna Koebernick ‐ the donation of 1 billable hour for local marketing did not work
well. Only the board members of time, contributed.
8.4.2.4 Tim Perry ‐ went through the need for funds for any type of public awareness campaign.
We are each currently paying $300 membership fee to the ACFP, $100 of which goes to
the CDAA. On top of that, the IACP membership costs about $135 Canadian. Total of
$435. Of that, only $200 stays at the local Association level. It is hard to ask the
membership to contribute more for marketing when they are already paying a total of
$435 to belong.
8.4.2.5 Tony Richard: whether the ACFP could just pay for board members to belong to the
IACP.
8.4.2.6 Holly Brady ‐ she had attended an IAC P meeting with Jacinta Gallant. The IACP is going
to raise its membership fees. IACP supports interdisciplinary practice. Do we just
increase our own membership fees for marketing.
8.4.3 Marla Miller ‐ IACP membership is analogous to CBA membership. Part of the reason is
the promotion of the greater good for collaboration in general. The use of the IACP logo
is trademarked and its use is restricted to members. Most of us are using that logo. Does
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8.4.3.1
8.4.3.2

8.4.3.3
8.4.3.4

8.4.3.5
8.4.4
9

that mean that if we do not belong to IACP we have to re‐do our brochures, websites
where the logo is used, letterheads, etc.?
Rose Cassis ‐ she never had a chance to fully address this question at board meetings.
Catherine Zrymiak ‐ IAC P provides important connections. We are now making some
progress with collaborative Divorce Alberta, and dropping our association with the IACP
would probably set back that progress.
Mark Johnson ‐ lot of information came out today. Is it important to decide this question
right now?
Tony Richard ‐ can this decision be made at the board level, or does it have to be
brought back to an AGM? Then some discussion, and yes, the decision should be made
by the larger membership.
Tony suggested that the motion should be tabled for board discussion, but brought back
to the membership by a special meeting, not necessarily the next AGM.
Pat agreed to table her motion back to the board as Tony had proposed.

Adjourned 1:20 PM

Attachments
(i)
Co‐chairs’ report
(ii)
Financial statements, audited
(iii)
Letter to QB Chief Justice Mary Moreau
(iv)
Forms and Precedents Committee Report
(v)
Public awareness and marketing
(vi)
Divorce Magazine
(vii)
Website Committee Report
(viii)
Programming and Education Committee Report
(ix)
Interdisciplinary committee report
(x)
Membership and succession planning committee report
(xi)
Registrar’s report
(xii)
Pat Gay’s motion and reasoning
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ACFP (Edmonton) AGM March 21, 2018
REPORT FROM THE CO‐CHAIRS
For those of you who have not been closely reading the Association meeting minutes in the past year,
Linda Long stepped into the role of co‐chair with Gordon Andreiuk in the spring of 2017. Then, Linda was
elected a Law Society Bencher in November 2017, and announced that she would need to resign as co‐
chair. Deanna Koebernick then replaced Linda as co‐chair of our Association. At Deanna’s request,
Gordon agreed to stay on as co‐chair for third term while Deanna gets up to speed, and we find a vice‐
chair who will replace Gordon next year.
Linda will continue to be involved in our membership committee, and she has outlined in the
membership committee report her efforts to transition part of the registrar’s work to a paid contractor,
Sue Bedier.
Gordon’s focus, and Linda’s as well, in this past year has been building the profile of collaborative
divorce with other organizations involved in dispute resolution. To that end, Gordon is including in this
year’s AGM materials the letter sent to the new Chief Justice Mary Moreau about the ill‐advised
suspension of the mandatory ADR rule. In that package, you will also find a recent letter from ADRIC
confronting the federal Minister of Justice about the tired old narrative that improving access to justice
is all about the appointment of more justices and expansion of court programs. In this past year, Gordon
and Linda have built a very good working relationship with Diana Lowe, Executive Counsel to the Chief
Justice, and Justice Andrea Moen of the RFJS.
Gordon and Linda have been heavily involved in organizing the ADR Symposium being held in Edmonton
May 14 – 17, 2018. The Symposium is a partnership of the Alberta Government employees’ Dispute
Resolution Network and 4 not‐for‐profit organizations, that is, the ACFP, the Foundation of
Administrative Justice, the Aga Khan Conciliation and Arbitration Board, and ADRIA. The ACFP is
sponsoring a collaborative divorce training for the Monday, May 14, and together with the CDAA is
bringing in Jacinta Gallant and Cheryl Picard as the trainers.
Deanna has been actively involved in the Reforming Family Justice Initiative for the past four years and
will continue to be involved. Her focus has been to facilitate understanding of Collaborative Practice
within Alberta Justice. She is also Chair of the Education and Programming committee. Deanna’s “big
picture” goal is to maintain a viable and healthy practice group through the support and direction of the
Marketing committee.
Our Edmonton Association is gaining more and more influence within the provincial CDAA. We currently
have four Edmonton members actively working within the CDAA board: Paul Govenlock, Holly Brady,
Gordon Andreiuk and Anne Daines. Susan Zwaenepoel is stepping down from the provincial board.
Our congratulations to Lucille Birkett who was appointed a QB Master at the end of January, 2018, and
to Marie Gordon who received the Alberta Order of Excellence in the fall of 2017. Thank you, Marie, for
appearing on CBC Alberta at Noon, March 19, 2018, to discuss collaborative divorce. (google the
podcast)
Sincerely,
Gordon H. Andreiuk & Deanna Koebernick
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March 19, 2018
Chief Justice Mary Moreau
Court of Queen’s Bench of Alberta
1A Sir Winston Churchill Square
Edmonton AB T5J 0R2
My Lady:
Re: Q.B. Support for Appropriate Support Resolution; Suspension of Q.B. Rule
Congratulations on your recent appointment as Chief Justice of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench. The
Alberta Family Mediation Society and the Collaborative Divorce Alberta Association sincerely hope that you
will have a positive influence on the increased use of ADR outside the court system, especially in the area of
family law.
The Notice to the Profession NP#2013‐01 dated February 12, 2013 recently had its fifth anniversary.
Suspending the enforcement of Q.B. Rules 8.4 and 8.5 (mandatory ADR before entry for trial) has only
served to undermine the increased use of ADR outside the court system.
One member of our organizations sat on the Family Law Rules Advisory Committee prior to the adoption of
the new Q.B. Rules in 2010 and advised us that in Committee discussions at the time they never
contemplated that Rules 8.4 and 8.5 could later be made out to be exclusively about the QB Judicial
Dispute Resolution program. Justice Debbie Yungwirth was also sitting on the Committee at that time,
when she was still in private practice.
We did take up the suspension of Rules 8.4 and 8.5 with your predecessor, then Chief Justice Wittmann, but
judging from his responses in 2013 and 2016, his goal in suspending those two Rules of Court was to protect
and expand the JDR program to meet the huge spike in demand for JDRs generated by enforcement of Rules
8.4 and 8.5.
We are enclosing for your reference the thread of correspondence between our two organizations and the
then Chief Justice Wittmann and Minister Ganley. We are also enclosing a copy of the letter sent by ADRIC to
the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada, responding to last month’s federal funding
announcement that contained the same old narrative that improving access to justice is only about
expanding the court system. Lastly, we are enclosing a widely distributed McLennan Ross memo that
illustrates the mistaken understanding that only JDRs are acceptable under Rules 8.4 and 8.5.

… p.2
#1650, 246 Stewart Green SW,
Calgary, AB T3H 3C8 1-877-233-0143
www.afms.ca
info@afms.ca
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We believe that you and our organizations share the same interest in keeping families out of court where
possible, and we look to you for leadership to incentivize litigants to use ADR outside the court system. Rules
8.4 and 8.5 make eminent sense, and, if given a proper chance, these Rules will reduce the volume of litigants
in the court system. Your leadership is key to shifting the paradigm of what constitutes access to justice in the
family law sector.
Sincerely,

Tara Fitch, M.S.W. Chair Alberta Family Mediation Society Registered Social Worker, Registered Parenting
Coordinator and Arbitrator

Anne Daines, Ph.D.
Chair, Collaborative Divorce Alberta Association
Registered Psychologist Registered Collaborative Professional
cc. all AFMS and CDAA members
cc. K. Ganley, Minister of Justice and Solicitor General
cc. Faye Morrison, Executive Director, Resolution Services
Attachments:
(i) NP#2013‐01 Notice to the Profession with Q.B. Rules 8.4, 8.5 & 4.16 appended
(ii) AFMS letter dated April 19,2013
(iii) Wittmann C.J. letter dated May 14, 2013
(iv) AFMS & CDAA letter dated October 4, 2016
(v) Wittman CJQB letter dated November 17, 2016
(vi) Minister Ganley letter dated December 19, 2016
(vii) ADRIC letter dated March 8, 2015 & the email to which responding.
(viii)McLennan Ross memo February 20, 2013

#1650, 246 Stewart Green SW,
Calgary, AB T3H 3C8 1-877-233-0143
www.afms.ca
info@afms.ca
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Attachment (i)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB

QB Rules of Court ADDED
8.4(1)
The parties may, in Form 37, request the court clerk to schedule a date for trial.
8.4(3)
In addition to the requirements of subrule (2), the parties requesting a trial date must
(a) provide
(i) a certificate that the parties have participated in at least one of the dispute resolution processes described in rule 4.16(1) [Dispute
resolution processes], or
(ii) a copy of an order made under 4.16(2) [Dispute resolution processes] waiving the dispute resolution process requirement,
8.5(1)
On application by a party in Form 38, the judge may set a trial date or direct the court clerk to do so if
(a) the judge
(i) is satisfied that the parties have participated in at least one of the dispute resolution processes described in
rule 4.16(1) [Dispute resolution processes],
(ii) has granted an order under rule 4.16(2) [Dispute resolution processes] waiving the dispute resolution
process requirement, or
(iii) grants an order under rule 4.16(2) [Dispute resolution processes] in the course of an application under this rule,
4.16(1) The responsibility of the parties to manage their dispute includes good faith participation in one or more of the following dispute resolution
processes with respect to all or any part of the action:
(a) a dispute resolution process in the private or government sectors involving an impartial third person;
(b) a Court annexed dispute resolution process;
(c) a judicial dispute resolution process described in rules 4.17 to 4.21 [Judicial Dispute Resolution];
(d) any program or process designated by the Court for the purpose of this rule.
4.16(2) On application, the Court may waive the responsibility of the parties under this rule, but only if
(a) before the action started the parties engaged in a dispute resolution process and the parties and the Court believe that a further dispute
resolution process would not be beneficial,
(b) ... (c) ... (d) ... (e)
4.16(3) The parties must attend the hearing of an application under subrule (2) unless the Court otherwise orders.
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Attachment (ii)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB

April 19, 2013
Chief Justice N.C. Wittmann, Calgary
Fax: 403-297-8617

Associate Chief Justice J.D. Rooke, Edmonton
Fax: 780-422-9742

Dear Sirs:
Last week the Board of Directors for Alberta Family Mediation Society
discussed concerns that we have regarding dispute resolution for the citizens
of Alberta. Our mandate is to raise awareness to the public that there are
several options available for resolving issues that are important to them. We
are hopeful that you are in agreement with this stance.
Our understanding is that individuals may now proceed to trial without having
to engage in one of the dispute resolution processes and we are wondering how
this can be changed. I therefore hope that you will respond to us with clarity
regarding your position in this regard and outline the steps that need to be
taken so that we can have confidence that individuals will be made aware of
the options available for them.
Sincerely,

Dr. Linda Hancock, BA, BSW, M.Ed., PSY.D.
Chair
Alberta Family Mediation Society

#1650, 246 Stewart Green SW, Calgary, AB T3H 3C8
1-877-233-0143
website: www.afms.ca email: info@afms.ca
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Attachment (iii)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB
CALGARY COURTS CENTRE
SUITE 2401 • N
601 • 5 TH STREET S . W.
CALGARY, AB T2P 5P7

THE HONOURABLE NEIL C . WITTMANN
CHIEF JUSTICE

TEL : (403) 297·8522

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA

FAX : (403) 297· 8625
EMAIL : nwittmann@judicom .ca

May 14,2013

Dr. Linda Hancock
Chair, Alberta Family Mediation Society
#1650, 246 Stewart Green SW
Calgary AB T3H 3C8

Dear Dr. Hancock
Re: Alternative Dispute Resolution

Thank you for your correspondence of April 19, 2013 , requesting a clarification of this
Court' s position with respect to alternative dispute resolution and the requirement under Rules
8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1)(a) of the Alberta Rules a/Court that parties engage in some form of
alternative dispute resolution (ADR) prior to trial.
The Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta has long been an innovator in encouraging ADR.
Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR) has been a core function of this Court since 1996 and has
proved to be highly successful and popular with litigants and counsel. But this success has meant
that these proceedings now consume a significant amount of judicial time. Across the Province,
the number of JDR hearings increased from 558 in 2005 to 1054 in 2012. With so many litigants
electing to proceed with JDR as their preferred form of alternative dispute resolution, Rules
8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1)(a) have placed an additional burden on a system that has reached a breaking
point. In view ofthe current state of the Court's resources, the situation has become
unsustainable.
The decision to suspend the enforcement of Rules 8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1)(a) was made after
a long and thorough review by the Court of the options available to it in the face of increasing
strains on judicial resources. Although the Court has suspended the requirement that all parties
engage in some form of alternative dispute resolution before a matter may be entered for trial,
both the spirit of the Alberta Rules of Court, and the Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta itself,
continue to strongly encourage ADR. The Court of Queen's Bench will continue to schedule
JDR hearings. In this regard, I attach a copy of Notice to Profession NP#2013-03, issued April
29,2013 , which sets out the priority of assignment of JDR hearings during the period that the
enforcement of Rules 8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1)(a) has been suspended. As the Chair of the Alberta
Family Mediation Society, you will be interested to know that the Court will prioritize family
law cases where child issues are involved.
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The Court will resume the enforcement of Rules 8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1)(a) as soon as
judicial resources permit. There has been no increase to the complement of the Court of Queen's
Bench of Alberta since 1996. In January of this year, the Province of Alberta took the steps
necessary to increase the judicial complement by four positions, which at this point represents
the bare minimum required for the Court to maintain its existing service levels and programs.
Even so, the Government of Canada has not committed to appoint to these four new positions.
Until it does, this Court will continue to lack the resources necessary to adequately fulfil its
function of providing responsive and accessible justice to all Albertans.
The shortage of judicial resources should be of concern to all Albertans. No one can be
blind to the changes that have occurred in this Province since the last addition to the judicial
complement of this Court in 1996. I would encourage you to communicate your concerns to your
Member of Parliament and to the Honorable Robert Nicholson, PC, QC, the Minister of Justice
and Attorney General of Canada.

Sincerely,

~~ -::

~

Neil C. Wittmann

Icmu
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NP#2013-03
April 29, 2013

COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH OF ALBERTA
NOTICE TO THE PROFESSION
PRIORITY OF ASSIGNMENT OF JUDICIAL DISPUTE RESOLUTION
UNDER RULE 4.16(1)
Further to NP#2013-01 dated January 12,2013 (not enforcing mandatory dispute resolution
before entry for trial), and during its currency, the assignment of Judicial Dispute Resolution
(JDR) hearings in Edmonton and Calgary, pursuant to Rule 4. 16(1)(c), shall, on the effective
date for booking after the schedule of lDR Justices is released for each upcoming term, be on a
first filingl basis, on the following priority:
(a) for the first 24 hours, cases of the type identified in (b) to (d) that have been "wait listed"
during a previous term but not yet heard;
2
(b) for the next 24 hours, family law cases, with child issues involved, that are ready for tria1 ;
(c) for the next 24 hours, family law cases, with child issues involved, whether or not ready for
trial;
(d) for the next 24 hours, any case that is ready for trial;
(e) for the next 24 hours, any case other than (a) that has been "wait listed" during a previous
term; and
(f) any other case.
Tn Judicial Centres outside Calgary and Edmonton, the order of priority principles set out above
will be considered by the Court Coordinators for booking JDR hearings.

~
::c.
ittmann, Chief Justice

As to dates and procedures for the release of the lOR booking schedule, opening date and time for booking,
and filing procedures, see the Court's website under "Assignments".
2

For the purpose of this Notice of Profession "ready for trial" is defined as those cases for which aU parts of
Form 37 has been completed and certified, except the dispute resolution requirement in para 5.(a)
of Form 37.
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Ticoll Andreiuk

Attachment (iv)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB

Barristers and Solicitors

October 4, 2016
Honourable Kathleen Ganley
Minister of Justice and Solicitor General
Members of Executive Council
Executive Branch
424 Legislature Building
10800 - 97 Avenue, Edmonton AB TSK 2B6

Ch ief Justice Neil C. Wittmann
Court of Queen' s Bench of Alberta
Ca lgary Courts Centre
Suite 2401 - N
601- 5th Street S.W .
Calgary AB T2P SP7

Minister Ganley and My Lord :
RE: Q.B. and Provincial Government support for Appropriate Dispute Resolution

This letter is follow up to Min ister Ganley' s June 29, 2016 meeting with Paul Conway and Stan
Galbraith from the ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA) to discuss the ADRIA White Paper on
Mediation Advocacy. We are writing to you on behalf of the Alberta Family Mediation Society
(AFMS), the Collaborative Divorce Alberta Association (CDAA). The concerns of these two
associations are focused on dispute resolution in the area of family law.
BACKGROUND
• The Queen's Bench Notice to the Profession (NP#2013-0l) dated February 12, 2013
announced suspension of Q.B . Rules 8.4 and 8.5, which had required litigants to attempt an
ADR process before being allowed to set the action down for trial, until "the judicial
complement of the Court and other resources permit reinstatement."
• In April 2013 the Alberta Family Mediation Society (AFMS) wrote to the Chief Justice about
the suspension of the ADR Rule .
• In May 2013 Chief Justice Wittmann responded to the AFMS that enforcement of the rules
would be resumed when there are sufficient judicial resources to meet the demand for
Judicial Dispute Resolution (JDR). A copy of Wittmann C.J.'s letter is attached .
Fast-forward to 2016 and the release of the ADRIA White Paper. The AFMS and CDAA want to
stress our support for the following two principles/points articulated in both the 2016 White
Paper and the above correspondence:
1. The inability of Queen's Bench to meet the demand for JDRs in 2013 was insufficient reason
to suspend the Q.B. rule requiring ADR; it would have preserved the important objectives of
Q.B. Rule 8.4 and 8.5 for Q.B. to have instead expanded and promoted non-JDR processes
designated by Q.B. under rule 4.16(1)(d).
2. The need to raise public awareness of the dispute resolution options available to them,
ranging from mediation to collaborative divorce to adversarial litigation, will be ongoing.

11313 - 100 Avenue, Edmonton, Alberta T5K OJ3
Telephone : (780) 424-4232
Fax: (780) 424-0199
eticoll@albertalegalhelp.com
gandreiuk@albertalegalhelp.com
an association for the practice of law
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Page 2
October 4, 2016

We are therefore asking that:
1. The Court of Queen's Bench reinstate the Rules of Court requiring ADR, and apply them
in recognition of the reality that there exist other effective and established ADR options,
as good as or better than a JDR, that do not use up judicial and court resources.
2. That the Queen's Bench Rules of Court Committee be asked to recommend how the
ADR requirement could be shifted earlier in the litigation process. We refer you to the
Ontario Superior Court's experience in the past 15 years with its ADR rules.
3. That the Ministry of Alberta Justice and Solicitor General properly fund public education
about dispute resolution options, in recognition of the fact that this will reduce the
demand for judicial and court resources.
In order to keep this letter short, we have summarized our views on JDR, public education,
diversion programs, and institutional support for ADR in an attachment to this letter.
Thank you for your time and consideration .
Sincerely,

Gordon Andreiuk, LLB.
Barrister and Solicitor
Registered Collaborative Professional
Chair, AFMS

Anne Daines, Ph .D.
Registered Psychologist, AB
Registered Collaborative Professional
Chair, CDAA
#239, 6005 Gateway Blvd.
Edmonton, Alberta T6H 2H3
PH (780) 437-3604
FAX (780) 469-3275

Attachments:

(i) May 14, 2013 letter from Wittmann C.J .Q.B. to AFMS
(ii) summary of our views on JDR, public education, diversion programs and instit utional support
for ADR
cc. Paula Simons, Postmedia Network
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COURT OF QUEEN’S BENCH
Dealing with the Demand for JDR and the Rule requiring ADR
While Q.B. is justifiably proud of its JDR program created in 1996, we ask that it:
1. Recognize that other privately and public‐funded ADR options are as good as JDR;
2. Recognize that JDR is a “Cadillac” option for dispute resolution when public cost is factored
in;
3. Incentivize, as one part of the principle of access to justice, the public to attempt other
appropriate means of resolution before pursuing adversarial litigation;
4. Move the ADR requirement closer to the beginning of the litigation process, rather than
immediately before setting trial dates.

MINISTRY OF JUSTICE AND SOLICITOR GENERAL
We ask that the Provincial Government, for its part, properly invest in public education and diversion
programs, and increase public acceptance of appropriate dispute resolution by both morally and
financially supporting not‐for‐profit societies like ADRIA, AFMS and CDAA.
Public Education
Gordon Andreiuk been a member of the steering committee of the Parenting after Separation
program for probably the past 7 years, and was involved in the 2012/2013 revision of the in‐person
regular PAS program. This revision was supported by what is now the Palix Foundation. Jennifer
Wells from FJS did an excellent job of the revision, including obtaining copyright permission for
effective video clips.
In the 2013 revision, the in‐person PAS section on dispute resolution options was good, and
provided, in my opinion, reasonably effective public education. However, when the online PAS, was
launched in the summer of 2015 and largely displaced the in‐person PAS, the online section about
dispute resolution options is not very effective and needs ongoing revision. Without funding, there
will be no ongoing revision of the online course.
The High Conflict PAS is still not available online, but some of the platform groundwork was done
during the Technology Assisted PAS (TAPAS) development stage of the regular PAS. Therefore, the
High Conflict PAS is only available in‐person in Edmonton and Calgary. The online High Conflict PAS
needs to be funded to completion, since it is high‐conflict litigants who are the biggest consumers
of the adversarial litigation process, and sufficient resources need to be directed at them to divert
as many as possible out of courtrooms.
Natalie Tremblay, Leader ‐ Public Legal Education and Information, Alberta Justice and Solicitor
General, is currently trying to manage the PAS program in addition to her myriad other
responsibilities. The PAS steering committee has not met in over a year. When Natalie was hired in
2014, she was to lead a public education team, but that team has not materialized to date.
In summary, the opportunity to use the online PAS program to educate the public about their
options for dispute resolution is being wasted.

Attachment to letter of 2016_09_27 to Minister Ganley and Chief Justice Wittmann. Page 1 of 3.
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Diversion programs
In 2012, the provincial government gave a grant of $475,000 to pilot the New Ways for Families
(NWFF) diversion program in Medicine Hat, and approximately the same amount to pilot the
program in Calgary.
At one point, the social return on investment of the Medicine Hat NWFF was calculated to be
between $7.40 ‐ $9.00.
During this past year, the Calgary program closed for lack of renewed funding, and in April 2016 the
Medicine Hat program received emergency funding of about $55,000 from the departments of
Human Services and Justice to keep the program going until the end of October, and possibly to the
end of December, 2016.
The Palix Foundation has funded Dr. Jeff Chang, Faculty of Health Disciplines, Athabasca
University, to do a research on the effectiveness of the NWFF program by comparing outcomes in
Medicine Hat with control groups litigating in Lethbridge, Calgary, and Red Deer.
Assuming that Dr. Chang manages to complete his research project before the Medicine Hat NWFF
program is closed for lack of funding, and his research shows that the NWFF program effectively
diverts high conflict litigants away from being long‐term consumers of the regular adversarial court
process, it only only makes sense to fund the NWFF program and expand it beyond Medicine Hat
and Calgary.
Not‐for‐profit membership organizations
The AFMS, ADRIA and CDAA are not‐for‐profit membership organizations that have for years been
trying to move the public away from the culture of adversarial litigation. In contrast, the Reforming
the Family Justice System Initiative was a relatively new kid on the block, and was much better
recognized, supported and funded by the “justice system.”
Both the former Family Justice Services, and in turn the provincial government, have for years
refused to explicitly support the efforts of not‐for‐profit membership organizations. The reasoning
of FJS has been that it cannot support or promote private initiatives that are ultimately “for profit.”
We understand that Chief Justice Wittmann heard same refrain recently when he insisted on having
HUTV shown on monitors at the Calgary Courthouse.
Yet the ADRIA White Paper observed that individuals will not engage in work that does not provide
them with a decent income or living wage. The provincial government’s refusal to support “for
profit” private initiatives have effectively stymied efforts to provide private services that would
move the public away from the default approach of adversarial‐litigation.
This refusal is part of a larger systemic bias in favour of the courts, and against
alternative/appropriate dispute resolution. This bias is now being mirrored in the media coverage
given to the issue of judicial appointments in Alberta. For example, Paula Simons’ article about the
Attachment to letter of 2016_09_27 to Minister Ganley and Chief Justice Wittmann. Page 2 of 3.
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“Shortage of Judges Reaching Crisis Level”, published in the May 17, 2016 Edmonton Journal, made
absolutely no mention of initiatives to divert litigants to appropriate dispute resolution processes.
Ms. Simons had interviewed Minister Ganley; Anne Kirker, President of the Law Society of Alberta;
Justice Gillian Marriott, who was then the Law Society’s incoming president; and Dan Chivers on
behalf of the Edmonton Criminal Trial Lawyers Association. Apparently, none of those individuals
brought up with Ms. Simons the importance of diverting litigants to appropriate dispute resolution
processes outside the court system.

Attachment to letter of 2016_09_27 to Minister Ganley and Chief Justice Wittmann. Page 3 of 3.
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Attachment (v)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB
CALGARY COU~TS CENTRE:
SUITE 2401 • N
601 • STN STREEl' S.W.
CALGARY, AB T2P !SP7

THE HONOURABLE NEIL C, WITTMANN

CHIEF JUSTICE

TEu (403) 297-S!522
COURT OF QUEEN'S BENCH Of" ALBERTA.

FAX: (403) 297·8625
EMAIL: nWittmann@Judlcom.ca

November 17, 2016
Mr. G. Andreiuk
Ticoll Andreiuk
11313 100 Avenue
Edmonton AB TSK OJ3
FAX: (780) 424-0199

Anne Danies~ Ph.D.
#239, 6005 Gateway Blvd
Edmonton AB T6H 2H3
FAX: (780) 469-3275

Dear Mr. Andreiuk and Dr. Daines,
Re: QB and Provincial Government support for Appropriate Dispute Resolution

Thank you for your letter dated October 4, 2016.
As stated in my earlier correspondence and as pointed out in yours, the Court of Queen's
Bench of Alberta will resume the enforcement of Alberta Rules ofCourt 8.4 and 8.5 once there
are sufficient judicial resources to meet the demand for JDRs. I am hopeful that there will be
more appointments to our Court now that the Provincial Government has increased the Court's
complement by the addition of nine positions. Obviously, it will depend on the will of the
Federal Government to move these appointments forward.

I am of course, aware that there are other ADR options available to litigants. In fact, I
personally appeared before the Alberta Rules of Court Committee over a year ago imploring it to
amend the Rules to allow judges to order specific types of ADR. The Rules Committee has so far
declined to make this amendment.
In terms of shifting the JDR process to an earlier point in the litigation process, I would
be pleased to review your research concerning the Ontario experience, but it was not included
with your materials.
I encourage the Alberta Family Mediation Society and Collaborative Divorce Alberta
Association to continue to raise public awareness of dispute resolutions options available. I am
very much in favour of diverting matters out of the courtrooms, where appropriate. We
appreciate your work in this area.

/cc
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Attachment (vi)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB

ALBERTA
JUSTICE AND SOLICITOR GENERAL

Office ofthe Minister
MLA, Calgary - Bujfolo

AR 20790

December 19, 2016

Mr. Gordon Andreiuk
Chair, Alberta Family Mediation Society
11313 - 100 Avenue
Edmonton AB T5K 013

Ms. Anne Daines
Chair, Collaborative Divorce Alberta Association
#239, 6005 Gateway Boulevard
Edmonton AB T6H 2H3

Dear Mr. Andreiuk and Ms. Daines:
Thank you for your letter regarding the importance of appropriate dispute resolution (ADR) in
Alberta' s justice system. ADR allows for better, more collaborative, and less costly resolutions
to Albertan 's legal issues, and I welcome discussion as to how to increase its use.
I am pleased to provide the following responses to your three suggestions for improving our
justice system by enhancing the use of ADR.
I . The suspension of Rules 8.4 and 8.5 is a matter that falls within the court' s authority. To
address the underlying issue of a judicial shortage, on October 20, 2016, I announced the
creation of an additional nine positions in the Court of Queen's Bench. On the same day,
the Honourable Jody Wilson-Raybould, Minister of Justice and Attorney General of
Canada, announced several new appointments to fill existing vacancies in the Alberta
courts. I will continue to work with Minister Wilson-Raybould to highlight the critical
need for federal recognition of and appointment to the new positions, as well as filling
remaining vacancies as soon as possible.
2. Barb Turner, Q.C., serves as Secretary to the Rules of Court committee. She would be
pleased to discuss with you the possibility of bringing before the committee a proposal
for shifting ADR earlier in the litigation process. Ms. Turner can be reached by email at
barb.turner@gov.ab.ca or by telephone at 780-427-4995.
3. Alberta Justice and Solicitor General actively supports and encourages early resolution of
disputes through ADR. A number of efforts are already underway in Resolution and
Court Administration Services to promote and encourage use of ADR early in the
litigation process:
Information Services provides Albertans with information and referrals for dispute
resolution programs at their first point of contact.

.. ./2
424 Legislacure Building, Edmonron, Alberra T5 K 286 Canada Telephone 780-427-2339 Fax 780-422-6621
130, 1177 - 11 Avenue SW, Calgary, Alberra T2R I K9 Canada Telephone 403-244-7737 Fax 403-54 1-9 106
Pnnutl on rrrydttl f"P"
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The Intake and Casejlow Management Regulation directs Albertans to mandatory
intake and caseflow processes in provincial court in Calgary, Edmonton, and
Grande Prairie.
We offer a Family Mediation Program, which receives referrals from both of the
above sources. This program is available province wide.
Our Civil Mediation Program is accessible to 90 percent of Albertans, with long-term
plans to make it available province wide.
We are developing a resource to provide information and general considerations for
Albertans who are interested in ADR options, but who do not qualify for our
programs. This information will soon be available at Resolution Services locations in
Edmonton, Calgary, Red Deer, Lethbridge, Grande Prairie, Fort McMurray,
Wetaskiwin, High Prairie, Camrose, Hinton, and Vermilion. It will also be available
online at alberta.ca/rcas.aspx, and to clients of the Maintenance Enforcement
Program.
As part of the mandatory requirement to complete Parenting After Separation
training, information is provided on dispute resolution options and mediation in
general.

Ms. Faye Morrison, Executive Director, Resolution Services, would be pleased to meet with you
to discuss further the improving the promotion of resolution options, as well as the specific
issues you raised in your attachment. Please contact Ms. Morrison directly at
faye .morrison@gov.ab.ca or 780-968-3463.
Thank you again for writing and for sharing your suggestions for improving access to dispute
resolution in Alberta.
Sincerely,

/

Kathleen Ganley
Minister of Justice and Solicitor General
cc:

Honourable Neil C. Wittmann
Chief Justice, Court of Queen's Bench of Alberta
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Attachment (vii)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB

Honourable Jody Wilson‐Raybould, MP
Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada
House of Commons
Ottawa K1A 0A8

March 8, 2018

Dear Madam Minister:
The ADR Institute of Canada and its seven affiliates plus Alberta family Mediation Society, Collaborative Divorce
Alberta Association, Dialogue & Resolution Services, Family Dispute Resolution Institute of Ontario, Family
Mediation Canada, Family Mediation Manitoba and Mediate BC wish to express their deep and collective
concern with respect to the omission of any reference to a commitment for alternate dispute resolution
services in the Justice Department’s notice which we received on February 27, 2018.
While our respective organizations welcome the announcement that $77.2 million will be spent over four years
to the enhancement of the Unified Family Court systems, we had understood from the roundtable discussion
held on January 22, 2018 in Toronto that there would also be a commitment to the enhancement of family
mediation and other dispute resolution services and would have expected it include all provinces, not just
those referenced in the notice. ADR has a proven record of enhancing the public’s access to justice, reducing
costs to participants and relieving strain on the family justice system.
Mediation requires an initial screening of both parties for power imbalances and for domestic violence which
creates a safer environment for the resolution of family law issues than the court system which does not have a
similar requirement. As noted during the roundtable, recent research indicates that shuttle mediation has good
outcomes for victims of violence.
In his recap of the meeting, Parliamentary Secretary, Mr. Mendocino, MP, specifically noted that a triage
system with early intervention and early mediation would provide a specific enhancement to existing services.
Unfortunately, this seems to have been overlooked in this announcement.
Our organizations fully support a Unified Family Court and welcome the commitment to that system. We look
forward to its implementation in the near future. However, we ask that you reconsider your commitment to
ADR services for all provinces and provide a formal announcement in that respect as well.
We would be pleased to meet with you at your convenience to discuss further.
Thank you for your attention to this important matter.
Sincerely,

Thierry Bériault, C.Med, D.PRD, LL.L
President
ADR Institute of Canada
CC. Ms. Audrey DeMarsico, Senior Policy Advisor
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This letter is submitted on behalf of the following:

Susan Belford
Administrative Director
DRS: Dialogue and Resolution Services

Lisa Huberdeau
President
Family Mediation Manitoba (FMM)

Jennifer Bell
President
ADR Institute of Ontario (ADRIO)

Barrie Marshall
President
ADR Institute of Alberta (ADRIA)

Tamara Bodnaruk‐Wide
President
Family Mediation Canada (FMC)

Wendy Scott
President
ADR Atlantic Institute (ADRAI)

Anne Daines, PhD
President
Collaborative Divorce Alberta Association (CDAA)

Scott Siemens
President
ADR Institute of Saskatchewan (ADRSK)

Tara J Fitch
Chair
Alberta family Mediation Society (AfMS)

Elton Simoes
President
ADR Institute of BC (ADRBC)

Brian Gibbard
Chair
Mediate BC

Eric Stutzman
President
ADR Institute of Manitoba (ADRIM)

Pierre D. Grenier
Président
Institut de médiation et d'arbitrage du Québec
(IMAQ)

Lorne Wolfson
President
Family Dispute Resolution Institute of Ontario
(FDRIO)
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From: DeMarsico, Audrey [mailto:Audrey.DeMarsico@justice.gc.ca]
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2018 6:32 PM
To: 'admin@adric.ca' <admin@adric.ca>
Subject: Federal Budget 2018
I wanted to share the good news that the federal government will spend $77.2 million over four
years to help build an enhanced system of Unified Family Courts in Alberta, Ontario, Nova
Scotia and Newfoundland and Labrador. This will enhance access to justice and improve
outcomes for a significant number of Canadian families.
Responding to the specific needs of Ontario and Saskatchewan, our government will create six
Superior Court positions in Ontario, and one position for the Saskatchewan Court of Appeal.
Our Government will also convert one Federal Court position into an Associate Chief Justice
position and add one judge to the Federal Court.
Legal aid is a critical component of the justice system, guaranteeing representation for those
who would not otherwise be able to pay for counsel. Budget 2018 will provide $25.4 million over
five years to boost legal aid across the country, focusing on supporting victims of sexual
harassment.
Budget 2018 continues our Government’s support of legal aid specifically for asylum seekers
during the immigration process.
Our Government knows that sound administration of justice builds Canadians’ confidence in the
justice system. Budget 2018 proposes significant resources be provided to assist with the
administration of our court system that will assist the courts in managing their growing
caseloads.
Please feel free to share the good news.
Best,
Audrey DeMarsico
Senior Policy Advisor / Conseillère principale en politiques
Office of the Minister of Justice and Attorney General of Canada / Cabinet de la ministre de la Justice et
procureur général du Canada
Audrey.DeMarsico@justice.gc.ca
Telephone: 613‐992‐4621
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Attachment (viii)
2018.03.19 Letter to Moreau CJQB

February 20, 2013
By Jessica Proudfoot
On February 12, 2013, the Court of Queen?s Bench released
a memorandum announcing that it will not enforce the
Mandatory Dispute Resolution Rules ?until such time as the
judicial complement of the Court and other resources permit
reinstatement.? Since their introduction in November 2010,
these Rules have imposed an obligation on all parties to
participate in at least one dispute resolution process before the Court would allow the
matter to proceed to trial. Those processes included:






a dispute resolution process in the private or government sectors involving an
impartial third person, such as mediation;
a Court annexed dispute resolution process;
a judicial dispute resolution process (?JDR?); or
any program or process designated by the Court.

Viewed through the lens of the foundational rule, the Mandatory Dispute Resolution
Rules (8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1)) were originally intended to encourage the parties to
identify the issues in dispute as well as to facilitate early and effective communication
between those parties. As Mahoney J. noted in IBM Canada Limited v. Kossovan, 2011
ABQB 621, even where a pre-trial dispute resolution does not settle the entire lawsuit,
the Court believes that participation in the process can prove useful in narrowing the
issues and can thus provide quicker, cheaper access to justice.
Unfortunately, rather than improve accessibility, affordability and timeliness, the
Mandatory Dispute Resolution Rules proved to be a complicating hurdle to timely
resolution of many claims, particularly where the Defendant disputed liability. Long wait
times for JDR dates combined with the Court?s resistance to grant orders waiving the
requirement meant that parties had no choice but to wait several months for a JDR, or
they had to finance a quicker, albeit more expensive, alternative dispute resolution
process. This added delay and expense to an already slow and expensive process.
How long it will take the Courts to build up the judicial complement needed to meet
demand for JDRs remains unclear. In the meantime, parties may enter matters for trial
without complying with Rules 8.4(3)(a) and 8.5(1).
Parties who are otherwise ready for trial should request a trial date promptly before the
backlog of cases waiting for JDR turns into a backlog of cases awaiting trial. Similarly,
parties who, for whatever reason, do not wish to participate in a dispute resolution
process, should make every effort to ready themselves for trial before the judiciary
reinstates the requirement.
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COMMITTEES
Forms and Protocols
Mandate
To oversee and formalize various documents and protocols guiding
Collaborative Practice in the Edmonton practice group area.
Chair
Wendy Phillips‐Berard
Members
Deb Kay, Loreen Brenneis, Deanna Koebernick
Public awareness and Marketing
Mandate
To promote the collaborative process to the general public through education
and marketing.
Chair
Jack Hauptman
Members
Michael Good, Holly Brady, Tim Perry, Mark Demas, Krista Rumberg, Tammy
Olson
Website Committee
Mandate
To Maximize Website Quality and Functionality for the Purpose of Obtaining
Clients Through the ACFP Website.
Chair
Vince Gervais
Members
Chris Taskey
Programming and Education
Mandate
To advance the field of Collaborative Practice through the facilitation,
sponsorship and promotion of educational opportunities and to create a sense of community
through social engagement…
Chairs
Deanna Koebernick
Members
Agnes Leung, Paul Govenlock, Lynn Hutchinson, Pat Gay
Interdisciplinary
Mandate
To promote the integration of mental health and financial professionals in the
collaborative divorce process through development of protocols and processes and provision of
education.
Chairs
Anne Dianes and Susan Zwaenepoel
Members
Graeme Clark, Lynn Hutchinson, Amy Cardinal, Lance Clark
Membership and Succession Planning
Mandate
Maintain membership records, while creating an organizational infrastructure
that will survive into the future and accommodate leadership changes and departures.
Chairs
Rose‐Marie Cassis and Linda Long
Members
Governance
Mandate
Chair
Members

Gordon Andreiuk
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Annual Report to ACFP(E) AGM
Forms and Precedents Committee
March 2018
This year, our members were Loreen Brenneis, Deborah Kay, Deanna Koebernick, and Wendy
Phillips-Berard.
1.

We met monthly to discuss a number of projects.

2.

We completed a follow-up review of our Participation Agreement.

3.

Our committee has also reviewed and revised our First Meeting Agenda.

4.

Lawyer Guidelines are being amended as they were first developed in 2013 and dealt with
the process getting started. The new changes will include guidelines about exchanging
and managing information and leaving the process, as well as reflect the move our
practice is making into a more inter-discilinary approach.

5.

We moved all documents to our website and have discontinued use of Dropbox.

6.

We completed a snazzy handout summarizing the different ways all our Financial
Professionals can enhance the process. A brochure highlighting some of our coaches has
also been created and we will create a similar single page handout for our Mental Health
Professionals as well.

7.

Our committee has also been working on putting together a “kit” for new Collaborative
Professionals, which will be available on our website for easy access. It will contain all
the documents needed to get started.

8.

In the coming year, we’d like to put together a new client kit for practitioners to give to
their clients; finalize the Lawyer Guidelines update; liaise with the Interdisciplinary
Committee regarding guidelines for Mental Health Professionals and Financial
Professionals, among other things.

The energy and ideas on this committee have been great and we look forward to the coming year!
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ASSOCIATION OF COLLABORATIVE FAMILY PROFESSIONS (EDMONTON)
COMMITTEE REPORT – MARCH 14, 2018

This year our efforts centered on creating a 3 page advertising article for Divorce Magazine which has a
circulation of some 6000 copies and is available in court houses in Edmonton and Calgary. Divorce
Magazine is a popular resource for those going through divorce or separation.
As part of our agreement with Divorce Magazine we are also participating in the March 24, 2018 Divorce
Symposium which will be held at the Chateau Louis Conference Centre in Edmonton. We are providing
one of 3 keynote speakers (Brandi Smith, R. Psych) as well as a lawyer, financial specialist, and mental
health specialist to meet with attendees.
It is hoped that experience gained from our participation in this Symposium may be useful in future
endeavors where we may be able to sponsor our own “Divorce Symposium” or “Collaborative Divorce
Symposium” to highlight all of our professionals and to get the word out about what Collaborative Family
Law is.
For the coming year we are now looking at piggybacking on the efforts of the CDAA in a billboard advertising
program. We are becoming increasingly aware that the creation of public awareness requires marketing
and that effective marketing costs money. In the upcoming term we plan to ask the executive to commit to
an advertising budget so that we can have a marketing plan.
We can certainly use volunteers, from our membership at large, who have an interest in marketing to join
our committee.
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THE COLLABORATIVE TEAM
The Collaborative Team consists
of Registered Collaborative
Professionals who are any of the
following persons:
1.
•
•
•

Registered Collaborative Lawyers must:
be a member in good standing of the Law
Society of Alberta
complete the training requirements set by
the Board of the local Collaborative
Divorce Association.
meet the continuing education and
professional association requirements

Registered Collaborative Lawyers help you:
•
understand the advantages of settling your
divorce out of court
•
prepare for and participate in settlement
meetings
•
identify your most important interests and
goals
•
use interest-based negotiation skills to
generate options
•
evaluate your options in terms of the law
and your interests and goals
•
reach a legally binding settlement
2.
•

Registered Collaborative Mental
Health Professionals (Child Specialists &
Divorce Coaches) must:
be a Registered Psychologist, or Registered
Social Worker or Registered Marriage
and Family Therapist (clinical member
of Alberta Association of Marriage and
Family Therapists) in good standing with his
or her profession’s governing body, with
insurance as required by the governing
body; or such other professional as

Divorce
magazine is your life changing?

approved by the local association
complete the training requirements
meet the continuing education and
professional association requirements

•
•

Child Specialists help you:
•
understand how well your child is coping
with the separation
•
address your child’s needs
•
understand your child’s hopes, fears and
needs for a more child centered agreement
•
develop a parenting plan that will grow with
your child
•
avoid exposing your child to toxic stress
Divorce Coaches help you:
•
manage emotions in preparation for
settlement meetings
•
manage the stress of separation
•
articulate your needs and goals during
settlement meetings
•
develop effective co-parenting skills for
health and wellbeing of your children learn
effective communication skills
Registered Collaborative Financial
Professionals must:
be a Chartered Accountant, Certified
Financial Planner, or a Registered Financial
Planner, in good standing with his or her
profession’s governing body, with insurance
as required by the governing body;
or such other professional as approved
by the Board and meeting the board’s
requirements
complete the training requirements set by
the Board
meet the continuing education and
professional association requirements

3.
•

•
•
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Financial Specialists
Financial Specialists help you:
•
get an accurate picture of your financial
situation
•
open creative possibilities for settlement
•
make informed financial decisions to
minimize taxes and preserve the
family assets
•
choose the best financial options for your
future

communities see www.collaborativepractice.ca

This is a listing of the members of the
Edmonton and area Association of
Collaborative Family Professionals. For a
listing of members in other communities
see www.collaborativepractice.ca

LAWYERS
Edmonton Members
Anita Dorczak Ph.D
Anna Priemaza
Anthony D. Richard Q.C.
Bruce Reid
Carmen C. Boucher
Carolyn P. Grogan
Catherine L. Spafford
Christopher A. Jackson
Christopher G. Taskey
Deanna Koebernick
Eleanor K. Boddy Q.C
Gordon H Andreiuk
Gwen M. Chamaschuk
Jack Hauptman
James R.A. Samaroden
Jasmine Chu
Jessica Chapman
Joann T. Quinn
Joanne L. Pompana
Lesley Kroeker
Linda L. Long Q.C.
Lorraine A. Stark
Marie L. Gordon Q.C.
Mark H. Demas
Marla S. Miller Q.C.
Megan Tupper
Melissa K. Bourgeois
Michelle C. Di Toppa
Micia Kawulka
Mossa Y. Jiwaji

Owen J. Kirkaldy
Pareza Kanji
Patricia E. Gay
Patricia Hebert Q.C
Paul Govenlock
Pierre R. Boileau Q.C
Rebecca M.J. Cuthbertson
Hulst
Rhyannon O’Heron
Rose-Marie Cassis
Shannon K.C. Prithipaul
Sid Kobewka
Susan L. Zwaenpoel Q.C.
Tammy Olson
Timothy E. Perry
Vernon Eichhorn

St. Albert Members
Brent Rathgeber Q.C.
Catherine M. Zrymiak
Cathryn Hildebrandt Person
Mel Garbe
Michael Good
Nora Leblanc
Wendy M. Phillips-Berard

Sherwood Park Members
James K. Taylor
Karim Mawani
Lucille R. Birkett Q.C
Timothy M. Sax
Vincent Tong
William Zadworny

Morinville Members
Andrew J. Lawson
Samantha C. Olson

Spruce Grove Members
Loreen Brenneis
Stony Plain Members
Deanna Koebernick
Deborah A. Kay
Joanna Waldie

Westaskiwin Members
Michael D. Klause
Camrose Members
Andrea Campbell
Jessica Maude
Kirk Laird
Margaret Weir Andreassen
Peter C. Graburn

Leduc Members
Mark Johnson
Seth W. Nelson
Ft. Sask Members
Kier R. Wilson

FINANCIAL SPECIALISTS
Agnes Leung CA, CBV
Alan Burant CPA,CA,CBV
Arryn Hobal CBV,CFP,AACI
Brenda Pisko CA, CBV
Crystal Hawryluk CGA,CBV
Daryn Hobal CBV,CFP,AACI
Diane Marsh CFP,CLU,CDFA
CBA
Holly Brady CDFA
Lance Clark CA, IFA
Scott Richardson B.Mgt CFP
Vincent Gervais B.Comm,
CBV
COACHES & CHILD
SPECIALISTS
Amy Cardinal R. Psych
Brandi Smith R. Psych
Diane Priebe R Psych
Dr. Anne Daines PhD
Dr. Graeme Clark PhD
Dr. Greg Pickering PhD
James Bateman
Lynn Hutchinson RSW CC
Sandy Miller MA,ACC,CDC
Sharon M. Smith R. Psych

Ft. McMurray Members
Chandra L. Flett
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The Advantages of Collaborative Divorce
What is Collaborative Divorce?
You and your partner are
separating. There are bound
to be hard feelings, mistrust,
resentments, and a whole
range of emotional and
practical concerns to address.
How can you two deal with this
reality without going to court?
Collaborative Divorce is a process designed
to keep you, your spouse and your divorce
out of court. Only Registered Collaborative
Family Lawyers (RCFLs) and other Registered
Collaborative Professionals who are specially
trained in interest-based negotiations may be
used. You and your “ex” will work together (=
“collaborate”) to build your agreement, piece by
piece, issue by issue. No one will pressure you
to settle or threaten to go to court. If one of you
decides to pull out of this process, both of you will
have to hire new lawyers to represent you in court.
You suspect but aren’t sure that your kids are
struggling with your separation? You’re struggling
with co-parenting? You may also hire other
collaboratively trained professionals to help you
deal with these issues. Child Specialists help you
create a more child-centred parenting plan that will
grow with your child. Divorce Coaches help you
manage stress or emotions, develop co-parenting
skills and learn effective communication skills.
Financial Professionals will work with you to
address complex support or valuation issues so
you can choose the best financial options fo
your future.
The Process
First, you and your lawyer will meet so he or she
can come to understand your goals and interests
in the process, and be able to represent you
properly. Both lawyers will then meet before your
first 4-way meeting. At that first meeting the four o
you review and sign the Participation Agreement.
It describes this private, out of court settlement
process, and pledges that you and your lawyers
are all 100% committed to settling your issues.
You contract to make all decisions together in
these face-to-face 4-way meetings where you,
your partner, and both your lawyers are present.

Take, for example, Brad and Brenda (not their real
names). In the first meeting, it became clear tha
Brad felt that Brenda had been turning their two
teenage children against him. The kids wouldn’t
visit Brad at his new place. They would rarely talk
to him on the phone, and made excuses to avoid
meeting or talking with him. Brenda insisted that
she was trying to get the children to see their
dad but they just wouldn’t go. The situation
was creating mistrust that could derail the
collaborative process.
The lawyers recommended calling in a child
specialist. After meeting with the parents, the child
specialist arranged to meet separately with Brad
and the kids, Brenda and the kids, and then with
the kids alone. He reported back to the parents
and their lawyers at a 4-way meeting that the kids
didn’t want to see their dad because he had a new
girlfriend, and they didn’t like the girlfriend. Plus,
they were upset at their mother for pressuring
them to see their dad. This information surprised
both parents! Brad was surprised because he
wasn’t aware that his new girlfriend was at the
root of the problem. He was also surprised to
hear that his wife had been pushing the kids so
much that the kids were beginning to resent her.
Brenda hadn’t realized that her kids were resisting
her because she was pushing them to see their
dad. The Child Specialist then guided each parent
to develop their own relationships with each of
the kids. Trust was restored. The parties worked
through their remaining issues and their divorce
was finalized about 6 months late .
Similarly, you and your lawyers will discuss your
personal situation. Your lawyers will help you and
your partner thoroughly understand the law and
work out solutions that fit you. The terms of your
settlement will be set out in a legally binding
settlement agreement. Before you sign it, your
own lawyer will give each of you independent
legal advice separate and apart from your partner
and their lawyer.
After you sign the settlement agreement, you
and your partner can then file a Joint Statemen
of Claim for Divorce and the other required
documents without ever going to court.
No wonder Collaborative Divorce is changing the
way couples dissolve their marriages. If you want
to divorce with less stress, happier kids, and no
court appearances, this is the way to go. You can
start by contacting a Registered Collaborative
Family Lawyer in your area.
www.divorceseparation.ca
www.collaborativepractice.ca

Divorce
magazine is your life changing?
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Divorce
magazine

is your life changing?

Divorce Magazine Canada is a resource of local businesses
that can help through the transitions of divorce or separation.

divorcemagazinecanada.com
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Annual Report to ACFP(E) AGM
Website Committee
March 2018
This year, our members were Vincent Gervais (Chair), and Chris Taskey (Committee Member)
1. The committee was formed on June 13, 2017, when the website management task was
separated from the marketing committee, which has historically handled the website.
The “website”, refers to: www.divorceseparation.ca.
2. The two members agreed that the task of website management was of sufficient size for
two members, and that further committee members were not required.
3. The efficacy of the current website search engine optimization (SEO) strategy was
analysed within the first two months. It was decided that a short hiatus would be taken
from the SEO as a result of the limited number of hits on the website. Further research
would be carried out as to why there is a lack of hits/visitors.
4. Alternative SEO providers were consulted.
5. A layman’s view of the website was performed, and committee members agreed that it
may not be attractive end users.
6. A re-design of the website was drafted and discussed with the committee members.
7. An action plan for website re-design, was put forward to the Board, which contained some
potentially controversial items, such as a website header that was not the same as the
name of the group. That is, the website header would be something to the effect of
“Collaborative Divorce Lawyers and Professionals - Edmonton”, while the current header
is “ACFP”.
8. Other elements of the action plan include the following:
a. Utilizing social media such as LinkedIn and Facebook to direct traffic to the
website.
b. Utilizing a blog writing contest with a small cash prize to generate high quality
content for the website.
c. Updating the website to be smart-phone friendly.
9. The committee’s goals for the year are outlined in points 6. through 8., above. In terms
of specific desired results, we look to cause an increase in traffic to the website of 300%,
by October of 2018, based on October 2017 figures. One additional goal is to increase
exposure of the group via LinkedIn, which will require participation from the larger group,
to be addressed/discussed in an upcoming ACFP group email.
ACFP Website Committee
Annual Report
March 2018
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Education Committee Report March 2017 to February 2018
Schedule of Income and Expenses
Event
March AGM
Conflictor or Collaborator
Power of Non-Violence
June Summer Party
Septemer Town Hall
Adverse Childhood Experiences
November 4 hour training
Winter Celebration
Emotional Regulation
New Family Narratives

Trainer

Attendees

Income
-

Sharon Smith
Linda Kohanov

40
27

Nichole Sheridan

19
39
48

Jon Graham/Lori Yasinik
Greg Pickering/Brandi Smith

17
35

Expense
$

Net

404.00

-$

404.00

$ 6,500.00
$
380.00

$ 5,710.00
$ 189.00
$ 785.00

$
-$
-$

790.00
189.00
405.00

$ 2,100.00
$ 1,225.00
$ 11,900.00
$
$
15,225

325
1,666
9,749
11,740

$

$ 1,775.00
-$ 441.00
$ 2,151.00
$
$
3,485
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Andreiuk <gandreiuk@albertalegalhelp.com>
Subject: Re: FW: Committe Reports
Hello Deanna,
The Interdisciplinary Committee has not convened for several months. We had started on a protocol for
Divorce Coaches for the Edmonton group, but this remains unfinished. I am not sure when we will get
back to work. I am hoping that I am able to continue when my tenure as president of the Provincial
Association concludes this spring.
I have decided to continue on the Board as I will be able to participate more with the completion of
CDAA work.
Regards
Anne

Anne M. Daines, Ph.D.
Registered Psychologist, AB
Registered Collaborative Professional
#239, 6005 Gateway Blvd.
Edmonton, Alberta T6H 2H3
PH (780) 437‐3604
FAX (780) 469‐3275
This E‐Mail and attached documents are intended solely for the use of the addressee and may contain information
that that is privileged or confidential. If you have received this E‐mail in error please delete the E‐mail and inform
the sender.

On Tue, Mar 13, 2018 at 2:56 PM, Deanna Koebernick <deanna@eponalawandmediation.com> wrote:
REMINDER, we need the committee reports no later than March 14th… which is TOMORROW!

Kind Regards,

Deanna Koebernick, B.Sc.Ag., LLB, Q.Med.
Collaborative Lawyer and Mediator

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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March 21, 2018
ACFP (Edmonton) Membership committee annual report 2017/18
During the past year the Membership Committee has begun the process of bringing under the
Committee's jurisdiction the Registrar function which Susan Zwaenepoel, Q.C. has been performing
as our Registrar since ACFP(E) was formed, and the Notices Secretary function which Marla Miller, QC
has performed since we started. Historically the Registrar and Notices Secretary have coordinated
intakes, exits and continuing education completion by members. We see no change to these roles,
other than to give them a reporting structure under the Membership Committee mandate.
As we were not large enough when the Association began to have a large Committee structure, these
two roles have not reported to a Committee, but rather have historically reported to the Board.
We have grown as an organization and are bringing these two important roles under the ACFP(E)
Committee structure.
A key function of the Membership Committee's mandate at this stage in the evolution of ACFP(e) is
to develop a succession planning roadmap and to create an electronic data base of records held by
those who have occupied leadership roles since the Association began. We are in the process of
transitioning into a formalized administrative structure with a part time support staff person who will
maintain records going forward. This person will work closely with Susan and Marla, and the
Membership Committee, to ensure transition continuity.
During the past year the membership records which have been maintained by Susan Zwaenepoel as
Registrar since we formed in 2001 have been scanned and saved into Dropbox to be accessed by
ACFP(E) Co‐Chairs and the support staff person, Sue Bedier. As Susan Zwaenepoel plans for stepping
back from the Registrar role, she and Marla will direct Sue Bedier in records management to ensure
that we are consistent in managing information about membership intakes, exits, and members’
educational updates to ensure our records are complete. Not all of Susan's responsibilities will
transition to Sue Bedier so we are still defining the Registrar's role vs. Sue's role
Our task for the next membership year is to start the process of locating an incoming Registrar to
take over from Susan when she decides it is time to step back. Our goal would be to have someone
who is prepared to understudy the role for at least one year so that the transition may be seamless.
In addition, although we do not have information about Marla 's plans to step back from the Notices
Secretary role, it is important that we dovetail changes to leave no gaps.
In time Sue Bedier will take up as much of Marla‘s function as the association feel is prudent and can
afford, in consultation with Marla and Susan. The primary work of the Membership Committee for
the year ahead is Succession Planning and records management.
We need volunteers. Linda has been elected a Law Society Bencher and will be stepping back from
the Committee Co‐Chair role at some point in the next year, depending on her Law Society
obligations, leaving Rose‐Marie Cassis as Chair of the Membership Committee with an opening for a
Co‐Chair to work with her going forward.
Linda Long, QC
Committee Co‐Chair
Long Family Law Group LLP

Rose‐Marie Cassis
Committee Co‐Chair
Coley Hennessy Cassis Ewasko
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MOTIONS

Pat Gay: That membership in the IACP be voluntary, not mandatory, and we give up the group
membership discount.
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